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ABSTRAC? 

The prospects of various physics ue discussed for an Asymmetric e+e- B-Factory, which is 
considered M a next project after TRISTAN at KEK. The potential reach of CP asymmetry 
measurements am presented for various decay modes based on the Monte Carlo simulation 
studies. Combining various decay modes, the angles in the onitarity triangle of the CKM- 
matrix could be measured with precisionr of 6sin ‘20, N 0.05,6&n 26 Y 0.07, and 6&, m L3O 
with an integrated luminosity of 100 /be’. 

1. INTR~OUCTION 

An asymmetric et,- collider at T(4S)[l] IS considered as a next generation B- 
Factory and studies for acceleratars[2-41 and experiments[5-Q] have been made in great 
detail. 11 is considered as a next project after TRISTAN at KEK (National Lab. for 
High Energy Physics) in Japan. It collides et and em with different energies at a cm 
energy of Y(4.7) and therefore BO are produced moving along the higher energy beam 
direction. This provides an ability to measwe the decay time evolution by measuring 
vertex points of B decay. 

An asymmetric e+e- B-Factory essentially covem all nice features of an ordinary 
symmetric e+e- collider; Running at T(45), only B”B” or B+B- are produced without 
any associated particles. Signal to noise ratio is - l/3 and kinematical constraint can 
be used for event reconstruction since energy of B is equal to &/2 in the CM. frame. 
These provide the cleanest B signals, which we the most advantage of e+e- collider 
at T(4S). This is in contrast to the hadron machine cue where S/N ratio is lo-” m 
lo-* and ED are imbedded in particles with multiplicity of 15 w 100 (depending on 
collision energy). As in usual e+e- collider, the trigger efficiency for BB events are - 
100% and no special triggers are needed. 

An asymmetric collision provides further unique physics possibilities. CP asym- 
metry is the most important and unique physics possible with an asymmetric e+e- 
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B-Factory. In the standard model, CP violation is explained by the complex phase of 
the quark mixing matrix (CKM matrix)[lO] (in the Wolfenstein repreoentation[ll]): 

Table 1. Parameters for KEK Asymmetric D-Factory accelerator. Valueo in parentheses 
are for Phase-l. 

? 
Emr,Ty(C.“) 

HER 
E 3.5 

Momentum cornpa~clion factor 
8.0 

mxmll IO,” 
Circ”ml.rcnce(m) 

Ll0rm.l 
c 3018 

Ltioorily(clr-‘r-~) 
3018 

L I x UP 12 I 10~1, 

A sizable CP violation effect in B system is predicted. The observation of CP 
violation in B system would be the first CP violation effect other than in the Kaon sys- 
tem. It will provide new information on the mechanism of CP violation and redundant 
measurements on CKM matrix elements. 

On the other hand, an asymmetric e+e- B-Factory has limitations compared to 
hadron machine; A production cross section for RB is I.15 nb and orders of magnitude 
smaller than hadron machine, which limits the total number of produced events. Heavy 
b-flavored states such as 0, and Aa can not be studied because they are not produced 
at T energy. Therefore, they are complementaryeacb other, while they arecompetitors 
at the sari,,, time. 

In this report, the design and status of the KEK asymmetric B-Factory accelerator 
is briefly described in Sec. 2 and physics goal and potential is overviewed in Sec. 3. 
Then in Sec. 4, the potential of CP asymmetry measurements by KEK B-Factory 
experimenls are described, which are mostly based on simulation work by KEK B- 
Factory Physics Task Force group[7-91. S’ 1rn8 or ‘I studies have been reported for other 
proposed asymmetric B-Factories[S. 61. Tt lose reported here also apply to the other 
asymmetric B-Factories. 

2. I<EI< B-FACTORY ACCELERATOR 

The KEK B Factory is a 3.5 x 8 GeV asymmetric e+e- cotlider[4]. The present 
TRISTAN Main Ring tunnel will be used for 3.5 GeV et and 8 GeV e- rings. The 
present design parameters of the accelerator are listed in Table I. 

The luminosity goal is 103’on~‘sec~ and the design is based on the following 
philosophies: 

l A small 0; (I cm) and tligb &, (0.05) are chosen in order to achieve the desired 
luminosity with the smallest current. 

l All RF buckets xc 6llcd with the beam in order to reduce the RF voltage. An 
RF frequency of 508 Ml+z results iu a beam crossing interval of 2 nsec. Also, a 
low o lattice is proposed for the Low Energy Ring. 

l A low emittance ratio (ty/cr = 0.01) together with the same&;/&ratio is chosen. 
This ser~ex to rcducc tt ,e xc g,ound problem to the detector, I k 

Since the achievement of 103’cm-zsec-’ requires several breakthroughs from the present 
situation, the accelerator construction will go through two steps. In phase-l, it wit1 start 
with a luminosity of 2 x 10”cm~‘sec~ by fitting every fifth bucket in the beams. This 
considerably reduces the problems (like beam-beam instability) and enables a quick 
start of the accelerator operation and physics program. During phase-1 operation, fur- 
ther R&D and machine studies will be pursued aiming towards the luminosity goal of 
1034cm-‘sec-’ in phase-II. 

The present linac wit1 be upgraded as an injector for the B-Factory: 

1) The linac energy will be increased from the present 2.5 GeV to 8.0 GeV. so 
that both electrons and positrons can be directly injected into the main rings and 
the complexity of having a booster ring can be avoided. This energy upgrade will be 
achieved by adding RF units (10 - 20) and M inCrease of RF power with SLED or 
recirculation method. 

2) The intensity of the positron source will be increased at least a factor 10 by 
increasing the energy on the positron production target from the present 0.25 GeV to 
- 4 GeV. 

3) The repetition rate will be increased from the present 25 Hz to 50 Hz. 

A tinac upgrade has started from FY 1993. R&D work on accelerator hardware compo- 
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nents (RI: rnvity, Y~LCUIIIII system, feed back, and so on) rls well as design and simulation 
work (on lattice, dynamic aperture, and benm-henm &cl) lhavc hero intensively per- 
formed. We Hope. ro,,strr,ction of the B-liaclory accelerator starts from FY 1994 sod 
phase- I operation begins by the end of 1998. 

3. PHYSICS GOAL OF ASYMMETRIC B-FACTORY 

The physics goal of an asymmetric II-faclory cm be divided into following 3 steps. 

1. Dkrover and confirm Cl’ violntio~~ in B system as soon as possible. 

2. Precise detmnimtion of CKM~matrix elements. 

3. Find keys Ibeyond the Standard Model. 

1~ cacb step, experiments at ha,dron lmacbine would be strong competitors, but nlso 
complementary in some aspects. 

F,vcn though 110 experimental evidence beyond the standard model has been ob~ 
served so far, x fact wbicb can not be explained within the standard model is the mat- 
ter antimattrr itsymn~~try of tbr presrot uuivcrse. In interpreting this fact, baryon 
number no~~~ro~~serr,.,tion is retluired, which should involve CP violation. Therefore, 
invcstigatiou of CP violation would provide a key to beyond the standard model. 

An unitarity condition 01 CKM-matrix gives triangle relalion shown in Fig. I. Be- 
cause of the direct relation brlween As described below, CP asymmetries are directly 
related to angle &‘s of unitarity trinngle. Any observation of inconsistency between 
measurements of lengths nnd angles of unitarity triangle would be a manifestation 
beyond the standard model. Th e,e ore, f measurements of CP asymmetries still hnve a 
special importance even after the first discovery and following points should be stressed: 

l The precise measurements of length of triangle have fame importance as CP 
asymmetry in order to make an over-constraints for CKM parameters. 

l The ambiguity in extracting CKM-parameters from experimentally measured 
quantities should be reduced theoretically or by additional experimental mea- 
surements. Otherwise, measurements are not so useful even if they are very 
p&Se. 

3.1. Measurenm~ts of Triangle Length 

The lengths of the sides alone uniquely determine triangle. However, constraints on 
the unitarity triangle from the present measurements are yet not strict enough[9, 151 
because of both experimental and theoretical uncertainties. Though improvement of 
these measurements are being made by CLEO, ‘t I IS B 80 one of the important roles of an I 
asymmetric e+e- B-Factory since it accumulates much more luminosity and potentially 
better signal to noise ratio provided by decay vertex measurement. 

Vcd vc: 
Fig. 1. Unitarity t,riaagle of ~,be f:Iih,I In,at,rir. 
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Fig. 2. The detector configuration of 1iE1i B Factory. 
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The following improvemenl is expected in an asymmetric efe- B-Factory. 

1) II&j: Inclusive semi-leptonic B decay modes have been used to measure IV<al, 
but this suffers the model dependence. According to Heavy Quark Effective Theory 
(HQET), hadranic form factors can be expressed by a single universal function t(u .o’) 
which is absolutely normalized to 1 at kinematical end point u. Y’ = L for exclusive 
semi~leptonic decays like B + D’&. (Here 2) and v’ are four-velocities of heavy 
particles.) Therefore, measurement of differential decay rate at v. u’ = I provides 
model independent [l&l. However, an application of this method to presently available 
data still gives similar uncertainty as inclusive mode due to the quite limited statistics 
around kinematical end point and extrapolation errors 112). Both uncertainties can be 
reduced by accumulating more statistics, especially around kinematic end point. We 
expect to measure IV,,1 witb accuracy of a few % by an asymmetric B-Factory with 
100 .fb-‘. 

2) IV.& The end point of lepton spectrum has been used to extract iV,aj so far. 
This suffers large rnodct dependence since only small part of spectrum is measured. 
Exclusive semi-leptonic decay modes B + p(n,w)Pu allow to measure wider kinematic 
region and lrelp to reduce uncertainties. We expect sevwal hundreds of exclusive decay 
events with 100 ,fb-’ nt asymmetric B-Factory. Theoretical uncertainty stilt needs to 
be reduce io tbr future. 

3) IV,dl: A measurement oi Bj - B; mixing provides IV,,l. Iloruever, it sulTers R large 

Table 2. Decay modes for CP asymmetry measurements and angle 4; of CKM unitarity 
triangle for 6: decays. A final state shown is just a reprwxtative. 

TPX 4; O(A) Decay Penguin 4i O(A). 

6 + ?(~a) 4, Aa JNKS b‘+ j(ct) 41 A2 
b-c(&) 4, A3 J/W b - d(d) 0 A= 

A3 D+D- 

amplitude and is directly related to the angles of the unitarity triangle of CKM-matrix 
as shown in Fig. I. 

uncertainty due to poorly known f~J8 whose theoretical prediction ranges 100 to 250 
MeV. The uncertainty 01 JBU% can be reduced in some extent by measuring I?,” - B,” 
mixing and taking ratio of a:./zd. However. it is difficult to measure 0: - B; mixing 
at asymmetric B-Factory. Anotbw mcttmd which would be suitable for asymmetric 
B-Factory is a ~ne~surcnw~~t of tbc ratio of radiative Penguin decay branching ratios 
T(B + p?)/1‘(0 - K-7) which is proportional to IVta12[13]. Recently CLEO has 
reported Br(B - Ii-y) = (4.5 f 1.7) x 10.‘[14]. Taking into account Cabbibo sup- 
pression factor. we cnpect about 100 B + p7 events and - 5% measurement error ill 
\V<dl with 100 ,/b-l at asynuretric B~Factory. 

Depending on the Clihl-mat,rix ~lemcnt.~ involved in decay nlodes. one can measure 
different~ 4;. Table 2 lists the relation 01 various decay modes and 4, for Bj cage. Tbc 
final state shown in the table is just representative and any CP eigenstates with the 
same quark content. gives esact,ly Lbc wnr 0,. Our cau get those for 0; by replacing 
41 - 0, $2 + 03, and 0 4 4,. 

In order to detwminr the Clihl-mat,rir elcnrrots. it is quite important to bnve small 
theoretical ambiguities in extracting (be desired quant,ities. There is no tbeoreticat 
ambiguity in extracting $i from a nwasuwd asy~nn~etry. ns tong as a decay goes through 
amplitudes with a single Clihl ~phasc. This cooditionl can be always sat.isfird if a drra) 
is completely dominated by a single diagram. I~afortunatrly. as shown in Table 2. in 
addition to a tree diagram there is w.ualt~ a~~ottwr diagram (so called Penguin) which 
provides ~amr final stair. Also. t,wo 11.w diagrams wit,h dillerent pbasa contribute 
to the sanv final states for II&a” and LI>,lis cases. Only Jju’.Ks (b + ?cS) is a 
special case whew two diagrams have sil~nc pbasc Q I and l,lw condition is satislied. 
The eflcct of Penguin diagruu to 4; III~RSLI~IIICII~ cnu wt, be rrliabty calculated yet. A 
rough estimnt~iou indiratrs that, it amounts to - -ram rol ir+n- case[t~j, for exal,rtk 

Recently, it has been shown that Peugoin efforts cau bc extracted out using Iso-spin 
relations bet,wero amplitudcs[ Ii], which will br drscritxd tatrr. flowever, decay modes 
to which Iso-spin .annlgsis can be applird arc qt!itc limited[li, 181 awl for otlw modes 
we need to wait, for mow h110wledgr 011 Prnguin dcmy. wbicb is also 011r d ~4~s of 

3.2. Cl’ Vidntiorr nl Asyn~rnelric B-Faclo~y 

In a R” demy into CP eigenstate ,J, CP violation appears as a consequence of 
interfereucr between the amplitude for 0” + f and that for B” + p + j through 
B” i? mixing. In e+e- collider at Y(.I.S) r’nse, the Cl’ asymmetry is written as 

,,, = IQ U” + .I) - R( P - .f) 
R(P + .I) + R(R’ + .I) 

= sin 24, sin(Am At) 

It stror,ld Ibe noted that Al (= t, - ft..) ,a,, eb ion, -cc to +m and the asymmetry g I, 
wnishes for tinx int,egrated rate. Therefore, it is essential to measure At to observe CP 
asymmetry. oi is n pbaw dillrrcncc between amptilrrdc of B’ L? mixing and decay 
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e+e- B-Factories. 

The existcnc? of two diagruns decaying inlo the same final stale with difkerent 
phases could lea<1 to a CP rlsymmet,ry io an integrated decay rate (so catted “direct” 
Cl’ violslion). This type oi CP nsymmct,ry can also he ofrserved at a symmetric e+e- 
U-Factory. Afthor~gf~, it, is imf>ortaot t,o <fiscriminale between some models (such as 
superweak morfel[f9]), it does not give mucfl information to constrain the CKM-matrix 
lxcausr of unknowrl fhsdwnic phases, except D”li modes described later. 

The best a<fwmtnge of an e+e- nsymmetric B-Factory is that it can provide not 
only Cf’ asymmetries but stso most of the information needed to determine the Cf<M- 
matrix witbiu one experiment, which enhances the reliability of measurements. 

4. CP REACHES BY ASYMI\IETRIC B-FACTORY 

Mrasurrn~~? CIIOIS of Cl’ asymmetries for various cfecay modes have been esti- 
msted by Monte Cwlo simrnlation[g] using lhc KEK B-Factory detector design shown 
in Fig. 2. A fast simulation program (f>SIM) IS used for tfle study, wflicb simulates tbc 
detector ,perl”rm?.nce as following: 

1. lk!tect.“r has arm?,‘ta~rKe of 17* < 0 < 150” for all pn&fes. 

2. It snxars the particle momenta, energies. and vertex with expected resolutions. 

o,,,/pt = (O.Gl ‘1’6 a 0.49)% 
OF/E = [(I .F/,@ + O.EGE’.“) @0.45/E]% 
CA. - 80,rm 

3 f’arlicfc identification includes TOF ( CT = 15Ops), dE/dx from CDC (u = 7.2%), 
anrt RICII (3a nt ,, = 3 CeV). 

4. Hfect of track finding and reconstruction is not included. 

5. Elfect of materials in front of Csf calorimeter or effect of clustering are not ins 
cfuded for photon detection. 

Items 4 and 5 are now under investigation using full simulation program based on 
GEANT 

The s1atist.iw.f error of sin 2& from a CP asymmetry measurement is given by: 

bSi”2& = /F@ ‘,,). 

Here d is a dilution factor which comes from a factor sin(Am At) and the finite 
resolution of vertex measurement. By fitting the At distribution of simulated events, 
we get d = 0.53. This value weakly depends on the vertex resolution. w is a fraction 

of wrong B” lagging. N,a, and Neo represent tfle exfwcted number at signal and 
background events, resfxctively. N,&, is given by; 

No,, = 1. o~,.,~) 2Jo UT(~) I?P( j) err< <coy, 

Wht-R?, 

L : integraterf f~~minosity, 
ok = I.15 ah = 1.15 x IO-s3 co?. 
Jo = /hfT(lS) + BORO) = 0.5. 
flv(B) = Ur(H” -/), 
h(j) = Or(J + observed psrtirtes), 
crec : event reconstruction efliciency, 
cgrg : tagging efkiency al the other B” 

Various methods of tagging have lbeeo studied. The commonly used method is with 
fligh momentum feplons (pi 2 1.4 CeV) and charged Kaons, which gives <to9 = 0.42 nnd 
w = 0.09. Further, methods using low and mcdiom monwtom feptons and the recon- 
struction of missing Dt’” in DC*)* nr decay modes have been studied@, 81. Combining 
all methods, we obtain ctOs = 0.5s and 1s = 0.10, wflich gives a 30% increase in the 
figure of merit L,.~(I -2w)s for CP asymmetry measurement. However, conventionally, 
(,a9 = 0.42 and w = 0.09 are used Ibelow. 

In the error estimation below, we use I, = fO”‘cm-’ (= IO0 /b-l) which is our 
milestone luminosity corresponding to 5 years running at Phase-f or I year running at 
Phase-If. With this luminosity, 1.15 x 10s B,!? events are produced, which are orders of 
magnitude smaller than for the hadronic machinecase. Since it is considered quite hard 
to get a luminosity much greater than 103~cn-7sec-‘, the number of BB is the most 
serious limitation of an e+c- B-Factory. Therefore, it is quite important to messore 
as many decay channels as possible lor an asymmetric e+e- B-Factory to increase the 
number of observed events to increase sensitivities for CP asymmetry measurements. 

4.1. c,+, Measwement 

4.1.1 b + f(cS) Mode 

As mentioned previously. this mode does not sufier Penguin pollution in deriving Q, 
from CP asymmetry. The most promising decay mode is B,” + J/+1& + P&n+*- 
and catted the “Gold Plated Mode (GPM)” b ecause of its clean signature. As demon- 
strated by ARGUS[20] and CLEO[Zl], this mode is free from background. As seen 
from Table 3, we expect N.a, = 837 and 6sin24, = 0.081. CP asymmetry measure- 
ment using this mode guarantees the possibility of CP violation observation at 8 certain 
level. 

However, as mentioned above, it is quite import,ant to increase the sensitivity by 
using other decay modes if possible. We have explored the following decay modes: 
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Tablr 3. .Sum~na~~ O~CX~PCI~~ srlmitivity kar sit, 20, IIIC~IN:~~WI~S wilh 1. = 100/b-‘. 
For all I~~Ics. tagging dir ikwy tIug = 0.42. wxmg tag hart iou 10 = 0.09, dilution 
ractor d = ox aIc LIscd. src kxk rcjl dL. iai slllll rol ccc) = ,,?, .I/<~, xru. arld *<,. 
lb) sulll “r L)+ - /iTs*l;*. /iC/t'+r*, .A i,7Ar+Ir- 

deca, 
mode 

Jl*Iis 
J/il<S 
JltICL 
J/$X-” 
xc, KS 
@/\‘,S 

(CC ) I\‘,5 
I)+ IT 

liwl statrs 

i+l-s+n- 
I+i-i;“n” 
I’ r li,, 

i+/-l?+r-l;* 
ji+l-n+r- 

air-i+t-n+a- 
(hadl”lls)r+~- 

(vis)? ‘I 

Ih(l3) h(J) x ‘,rr 

3.0 x 10-4 0.0% x 0.0, 

:1.0 x 10-a 0.012 x 0.33 

7= 

.i.o x IO-” 0. 140 Y r1.34 
I.’ x lo-:’ O.Olfi x Il.34 
i.0 x 10-A 0.026 x 0.43 
:I.” x 10-d 0.031 x o..s! 
1.4 x 10-5 o.ooi.5 ‘2 

r--t- .~.----~-- .x0 x 10-d NOli x 0.34 

6 sin 24, 

0.081 
0.17 

no!)!l 
Il.14 x d* 

0.16 
0.15 

I) J/,p/;,- + l+l-n”na: ‘lh hllchil~g ratio is ahout hnrr <,r CPM and this mode 
rcquirw gw~l pl~~t01~ dclr~tiw 10 rr~nmstru~:t tlw Lw T~‘L~. >I(: study ~h”WS N,o. = 
0.22 x Cl’\1, 

2) .Jl$l<~, dr:cay nmdc: Ii, c~iw lh: rlr:lc~lcrl hy rhscrving chnrg~xl pulick:s coming 
rroln It’,, intrwilctiq in tl~c! rml~i~rial. r:rl ud chtu~~b~:~s inscrlcc I in a finely srgmrntcd 
iron filter call d~!trcl. such it sigllnl. hlmlk C;trlu sinaulatim Or LIK harlhw showc~. show’: 
that nhuut Cl’%, 4 Ii, c a lx: d~~I,c~~t~~~l. This cilu I)rwidc irdrrrrmtiw~ ou I<,, tliwrliw 
and gins R kinc~t~i~tical co~~*Irai~~l~ OII the, I/l/,li,, cuc~~t rr:cwsln~liur~. As 6hu1v1~ iu 
Fig. 3, Irackgww~rl 1wm .I/$‘,h” cm Iw I.~IOVC~ by kitmtmtic aa I~m:a~w: or the 
&an signature <,r ,I/$ - t+Y-, I~arkgmml 1rom the cwllintnum is ctxpecterl to he 
SnlR~~. wt, ~~xIl~s~ 0.73 x wvd Ilvl!lltS rlc,,,, ulis nlodt. 

3) J/$/;“’ + J/z/,/<,~T~: Siwc hth .//a/, a114 I<“’ ala w:clor lhm, Cl’ = fl slates 
are gwnrnlly trlixcxl. IIowc~w, AHCIJS rcrwlly show~xl LIWL ,I/* and Pi” are highly 
pularized illld 011<! CI’ iltatc! dorllillatcr oyI!r th ot~lczr.p2] rr 11 . . . ..~ 1 II5 I, rue WC ran 11sc the _, 
J/$li”’ ndc as bilmr way as o1h IIIWIC~. I:vm il Irw Cl’ s~a1cs an: mixed wilh some 
Iraction. we can rrtract llw Cl’ niymnet~ry Iry using i( t~rnb~swrsily aldysis.[23] Fig. 1 
shows the rcsult “r a trnusvcrrity malyrir rising silllulal,iw c:w~ti. ‘l’hc degradation 
factor (d,) or CI’ lllcaslllclrrellts Inllgcs rrolrl 1 to 2.7 dcpcdil~g 011 llte mixing ratio 
or w staks. rr thr lractiOtl 4 othsr states is less ulall :in% dk is kzis tl1.3,~ 1.5. 

I) (cc)Ks - .YJI$/is decay ~no&:s: Ilcccntly All(:lIS ;tml (:l.l<O r~p~rtcd that the 
branching ralius <,r I3 dccayiq into (cc) IJ arc simihr Lr> I,hnL into .J/sb. Especially, 
lh(Il- + xc,,<-) wils IIICWIIN:~ tu IX: 0.11 * 0.055 ‘%,[22I. Silnulal~ioll was done rot 
decay modes ,y<, Ii5 + ~Jl$li,s and $/L’S + n+n-JJ$IIG. IVIIWC .I/$ + E+l- and 
KS A r+r-, As showrt in ‘l’abl~ 3, Ihoth modes give ahmt twia: Inrgvr error than 
GI’M, 

PKL 

Fig. 3. cor0 vs P,~~ plats: (&) rar 8” - JI#IL’L events before cuts, (b) alter 
selection cuts. (cl ror Be - J/$A’- ev~nk rberore cuts, (d) arter selection cuts. 

0 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.8 I 

I-- / ( r+ + r- ) 

Fig. 4. The ratio ofespected WON on cl’ a~~~~,~~etry for .71Y;Icsrro lnode extracted 

using transverail? analysis to that ror pure C:P state. The ratio is plotted as B function 
or the mixing ratio. 
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5) (cc)/<s - (hadrons)a+a- decay modes: J/$ + PP. decay mode Provides a clean 
signature hut the branching ratio is limited. An alternative way is to USC decay modes 
into hadrons. Pour charged hadronic decay modes have been studied by simulation. In 
this tax, decays (cz)/<s + hadrons + r+v can be~reconstructed simultaneously for 
(ct) = qc, J/$. ,yr,, and xc,. Branching ratios are assumed to he 5 x 10“ far xC,K~ 
and 3 x IO-’ for other modes. Fig. 5 shows lhe invariant mass distribution of I-charged 
particles after various kinematic sod vertex cuts. A mass constrained fit is done to 
improve the mass resolution with constraint of mhs and mu*. The mass distribution 
shows clear peaks corresponding to each (ci;) state, althoogh the background from the 
continuum is at n comparable level. 

If all above modes are combined (assuming d+ = 1.4), 6sin2& reduces to 0.048 
from O.OSl with CPM nlone. 

4.l.Z. Non (cc)(d) final slnfes 

As SIIOWII in ‘Table 2, thaw acr SPYC~RI other decay modes which provide QI nwa~ore- 
rnents in thr slandnld model. However, this might not be true if a CP asymmetry does 
not cows from tlw CI<M SC~~~IIIC. ‘I’hewfor~, it is important to measure CP asymnwtry 
with such modes also. ‘The lollowing decay modes belong ibis category; 

1) D” - J/@T” o~ode: A branching ratio is expected to be - AZ x Br(E” + J/$/is) 
- 2 x IO-” Ibwaow drcay aolpliludr (IV,,l<,l - P) is suppressed by 1 compared to 

Jlti1i.s (Il:al:sl - h2). MC simulation &owed similar detection eflicieocy as GPM 
casr and t.his modt= give - 0.1 x CPM. 

2) D+lY mode.: This mode has 1110 cuoc CliM coui>ling elements as the J/$x’ mode 
but with extw~nl W emission diagram (no color suppression). The theoretically ex- 
pected branching ratio is - 5 x IO-” and is similar to J/$Ks. However, detection 
ol the I)* is difficult Ibec~use it does loot have a dominant decay mode. Using Df + 
I<Tn*lr+, ii-li+n*. and lisn+lr+n- (total Br = In%), MC gives a detection efficiency 
010.34 and N,,, - 0.15 x CPM. In this mode, 0” decay vertex can not he directly seen. 
A multi~vertrn fit is p~rlorowd t,o drtwodne fl* wrtex from two D’ decay particles. 
A similar YPIIPX resololion as in the CPM CBSP is achieved for lhe D+ D- CRS~. 

As in Table ‘?. tlw above two ~modcs suller Pengoio pollution with the same order of 
- A’ as tree diagram. D+W modr has smaller &cl because of larger branching ratio 
Iso-spiv analysis is tnot, applicable lbecaus~ only the AI = l/2 amplitude contributes. 

3) I);,, + in’, 71, p0 mode: This mode is free from Prngoin pollnliou and contamination 
horn b - <(cd) is suppre~~c~l by A’. A brauclting ratio al this mode is expected Lo be 
O(lOm” - IO-“). flowcver, branching ratios for D” + CP eigenslate are ~milll (only 1 
to 0.1%). Forf.hrrmore, MC study sho~vs that the combiontorinl background from the 
continuum is too swew and is not acceptable for CP asymmetry measurement. 

&WI (G4 
Fig. 5. Invariant amass distribution of 4.charged particles after all selection cuts for 

El” - (ct)/s’s events. Continuum, FiB. and B” + (c?)iis events are mixed together 
corresponding to IO’BB events. 

BrlB-K*n*l;BrlB-.n+r-I” 

t..,.,,,,,,,,,,, 

Fig. 6. (a) S/N ratio vs ratio of li*aT and x*=7 branching fractions, and (b) 

Detection efficieocy lor 9’ -+ r + - for different combinations of K/r identification n 

devices. 
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At present, it has nnfortunntely not bean possible to find good decay modes wbicb 
providr a N,a, comparable to CPM. 

~II~SIII’CIII~II~. Ilo~~ver. ilrm th abo~v study, we cau c:x~~:cL rL - IO-” will, ~8 - 0.45. 

Another concern ior tlw -r+r- wade ix R l’enguio lpollutioo For X+K case, the 
effect of Penguin call he r:.lrnckd out using Iso-spill Ir:lation Ixtwccn ampliludrs 01 

4.2. $32 Mensurrmenf R” - T+C. B” + 7~~19, and II- - n-a’[li]. I.- ~.‘l 5” 5 )ill almlysis Ik:ads to thr following 
relations: 

4.2.1. B” + ?r+r- 

The B” + TT+Z- rr~~le is ~wually ment~ioned as a bench mark for & measure- 
ment. Experimentally. the background and the branching ratio are the main con- 
cerns. Recently, CLEO “hserved positive signal with U?,(n+a- + f<“ai) = 2.3 !t; x 
10ms[24] which is consistent with the theorelical expectation 125, 261. llowever, indi- 
vidual branchiog ratio has large uncertainly. Two kinds of background arc imporlant: 
one is from B” - Ii-a+ decay wbicb has a similar branching ratio in theoretical 
estinmtior~[26], and the other is from the continuum (e+e- - yg). We have made 
simulation studies in detail on these issoes.[$ 

I) I( *IT* backgrwd: Rejection of Ii’n’ Ibackground requires good IC/rr identi- 
fication in the higb ~nomentum region (up to 4 GeV or so) and we need a special 
device such as R~ICff or Aerogel. Detection efficiencies for I~+K and S/N ratios are 
estimated for Various combination of pu~iclc idcntifcation devices, as shown in Fig. 6. 
The detection efficiency is n,b”ut 50% ii only a combination “i dE/dx and ‘1‘01~ is used 
which gives about 1.5 o K/r separation for high momentum tracks. Adding RICH 
only in the forwud region does not signilicnntly improve the efficiency. The detection 
efficiency hprows significantly ii Aerogel counter or RICfl is added in the barrel re- 
gion. However lhe difference belwccn using RICll over aerogel is not very large. The 
background fraction due to li’n*, on the other hand, is greatly improved ii RICH is 
used. Study also shows that the detecti”,, efficiency and S/N ratio only weakly depend 
on the average nuniber of photoelectrons (for < N,,., > = 2 - 5) 

2) Contiounm hackground: For CP asymmetry measureroeot~ we like to achieve 
S/N > 1, i.e. LJQ < 10-‘/l for Rv(R’ - a+n-) - 1 x IO-‘. flere LB (cc) is 
fraction of selected events for B” - TT+T- (continuum) events. CLEO reported that 
their selection gave eg - 0.31 and ei - 5 x 1Om6 with particle-ID using dE/dz and 
TOF[27]. We have checked the same selection cots as CLEO and obtained LB = 0.52 
and cc - I6 x lO-6 without particle-ID. cc reduces to 4 x lO-6 with particle-ID. In 
this study, we use onl/p~ - 0.0024pr Q? 0.0033 which is expected when CDC, PDC, 
and SVD data are combined. We have alao studied another set of cuts: (1) A!,+.. < 
mp f20, (2) 0.2 < P:,, < 0.44 GeV, (3) Fox~Woliman parameter ratio[28] & < 0.45, 
and (4) (cos&,,l < 0.7, where Daphc, is an angle between the sphericity axis of 7+x- 
and that of the rest of the particles. This selection gives LB - 0.51 and cr - 8 x IO-* 
without particle-ID, which is similar to CLEO’s cuts. In addition, the following vertex 
cuts are tried: (5) Pnw > 0.05 and P,I~ < 0.05 where P,, and P.rr are x1 probability of 
vertex fit for a+s- and all tracks, respectively. Thisgives e.q - 0.28 and cc - 1.5x lo-‘. 
We need further study on the optimization of cuts and their effects on the asymmetry 

A(B+ + rtn”) c Ato = 3Ar 
A(B” + n+r-) = A+- = ,&(A, - A,) 
A(B” + hr’) z AW = 2,12 + A” 

A(B- -+ n-no) E A+” = :3,& 
A(@ + TT+C) s ,I+- = fi(!(n? A,) 
A(I!IO - nono) E ,@ = 2/I> + & 

where AZ and A” are t.hc annl,lituclvs for 1 = 2 sod 0. ‘l’lw I’cnguin diagram cootrih~~tes 
to Ao only and II~IICP ,I2 = A,. ‘L’br abo~r ~&t.ion call Ix ~.cprcsv~tcd Iby two trinnglt!s 
shown in Fig. 7. lly measuring branching ratios for l,lw ithow: 6 (5 illcl,:l’l!ildcnt) &ray 
modes, one cao determine all ]A;]‘: >, and thrrriorr (I and 0 in Fig. i. Then, rval sin 2& 
can he determined from ~nwasuwd sin 2&,,,,,, i- tot11 Ii” i li+ii- with n *I-fold ambiguilg: 

sill’1&,,,,, = /in c ( 12m, ; 1 bww;;::;, 

Thus, an ~lfccl of I’cngoiu to siu 2& ~wasuwment CHII be I.CIIIOYC~. liscl~~lncss of Iso- 
spin analysis in artual erpwimcut has ber!l~ st,udied by scwral pc”l~lr[?R], but further 
study is needed 

There arc also decay modes to Cl’ eigrnstatrs nit11 both ~ncutrals tllrough V.b 
t~ransition, snrh as pD7rD, wxO, ,I*~ ct,c. ‘l‘lww wodw have l,he sa~iw (.!lihl couplirag 
aa fr+r- IbUl are rolor 51,ppwwY I (- l/IO in Duanchil~g ratio). ll,ww, tlin r:xpccled 
branching ratios are 0( lOme) and serws too small to be osciul. 

4.2.2. 8” + p+rrr nnd .:6 

I” these IllodDS, the liosl sta,,rs arc ll”l CP eigcllslat<~s lm1, (11’ scli-~““jugate at, the 
quark level. Therciorc, both U” and U0 can decay into tlw salof: final states. In this 
case, CP asymmetry arises in the same way as for tho Cl’ <+,:‘“sl,ntr CRSP. Ilowever, 
an additional dilution iactol 

d,=L, IA(H” - /)I 
/Jz + I ’ = IA(B* i J)I 

appears because the final state is not a CP eigensta,te[30]. Ii ,I is a Cl’ <,igu&\tr. JJ = 
I and d, = 1. 

Theoretically, branching rnlios of these decay modes are ~xpett~rd to lb? about 3 
times larger than air-. A MC simulation study has been dour ior t,br:p’rT - r”r+r 
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At0 
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i-” 

Fig. 7’. Triangle wlatiou lbet,w~w ao,plitudes for B - IT decays. 

Table 4. Summary of expected sensitivity Ior sin 24, measurements with L = 100Jb~‘. 
A dilution factor d = 0.53 are used. See text for de. 

decay mode final states WB) f,..+& N.b NBG 6sinZq& 
tr+T- *+1- 1.5 x 10-S 0.45 x 0.42 326 73 0.14 
pf?T.r +A+- 6.0 x IO-’ 0.215 1480 532 0.07/d, 
CAT F+T-r+u- 6.0 x IO-’ 0.095 656 476 0.12/d, 

and a:~? a T+R-R*T- modes. The background from continuum is more severe than 
in the u+r- case. With kinematic cuts similar to the X+T- case, S/N ratios are still 
- l/20 and are not acceptable for Cf’ measurements. To improve background rejection, 
a more elaborate selection which optimizes cuts for leptan and Kaon tags separately 
has beeo reported[30]. They obtain ~.r+a.~ = 0.215 and tr = 1.9 x 1O-6 for p*rT case, 
and G~~+,,,~ = 0.095 and cr = 1.7 x 10m6 for a:~~ case, respectively. This mode also 
sulkrs Penguin pollution. A suggestion has made to remow Penguin contribution by 
fitting to Dalitz plot and time distribution for BD - p*n’ mode[31]. 

The expected errors for sin2& are shown in Table 4. Combining the three modes 
with the assumptions of d, = 0.75 and no Penguin effect, we get 6sin 242 = 0.07. 

“cb 

b-y--g -+:” +j----g~ T, 

4.3. $2 Mensuvmenf 

4x1. E,” - p”lCs 

As seen from Table 2. one can not ~me~sure d3 using 0; iu an analogous way as for 

s 
41 and 42. Instead, one needs to use Bt - p’lCs, as is often mentioned. However. there 

3 2 2 Ti 
s are several inconveniences to use 0: decay modes at an asymmetric e+e- B-Factory: 

(a) (bl . 0,” can not be produced at T(4S) and one has to run at 1(5S) 

Fig. 8. Drcay dingrams for L3 + D”IC and B + rioA’ decay modes. 

l Both t,he production cross section of T(5S) and Br(T(5S) -t B,“B,“) are consid- 
erahly smaller than T(4.S) and B;B; case. 

l Tho expected value of ta is too large (> 5) to measure an oscillation of CP 
asymmetry with a modest boost by an asymmetric B-Factory. 

. This mode also suffers Penguin pollution, but Iso-spin a~nalysis can not be a,pplied 
for B,o. 
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4.3.2. Q + D”K(.Y) Modes 

Fortunately, a method to mcas~~w +a using ,!& - PIi has been ,“oposed[32]. 
‘This nn?tl,“rl I,!wS I,ra,,rhing ratio mraa,,w,r,co,~s o,,ly and is nut specific to an asym- 
mrt~ir II-Factory. 

R cau decay into IP I< or P/i tb~o~~gh diagrams shown in Fig. 8. Decay amplitudes 
arr with, as folk>\“vs; 

/I 4 11°K “,I = IA,/,:” 
D - P/C: 
B - /Y/i: 

40 = IA#r’~J 
AI, = IADIc’” 

” 4 11-c: no = (AnI’:‘“‘-‘*, 

where 6 and 6 are Irsdru,,ic ,>bilSI!S. siw: a Cl’ cigenstatc of 0” can be written as DIJ 
= (D” * D)/&, tllr decay <1111 , I IICCI <an aIs” be written; , I’L I ,’ : 

II --t ll,,21c: A,>,,, = (A,) AD)/&) 
II 4 1),.2/i: A,,,,, = (A,, AD)//?) 

ThcKfow, (/I,,, ./ID, /I ,,,, *) ad (AU. A,, A,,,,) form triangles as shown in Fig. 9. 
‘The angle Ibctwtr:~~ A” and A, ix IA + q&l and II : I< OIN: botwean /i, and AD is IA-q&I, 
wlww A = 6 - h, Wbw 111~ absuluto values of all 6 a~nplitudes (4 are i~&pcndcnt) arc 
1nw.~1~r~4. two trimglvs aw fixed nrK then spa a~sd A can lbc obteinetl. The absolute 
values of m,,‘litudrs call IK obtaiwrl Iran the branching ntius. IA,,,,1 # /AD,,~~ 
indicat,es <lirrct (:I’ violritim ‘I’llis ~~mthorl call lbc npplird to lboth U” and charged B, 
nnd nny ,!I + /T/i + s lll”dP <:n,, IbC IlbCd 

A simulirtioam study Ins lbcc~~ done: iur R” + II”lis and mm - LPIP modes. D’ 
a,~1 Do arc rcco,,stwrted with /\‘*nf (HI- = 3.7%) ilnd li+9r*n” (ISr = 11.9%) decay 
nmdcs, wbcw a Iinon cbugc: iduntili~s D” w @. D, can be identified by decay modes 
into Cl’ cigcnatates and I<# (Hr = I .I%) and Ksw (Rr = 1.7%) decay modes (Cl’ = 
~1) are IIX~. IJ~~iort~~nately, the Ibranching ratio is small for 11, which actually carries 
Cl’ asy~~mtry. Dolt’ wcnts al-c sckcted with similar kinematic cuts as other modes 
already rnrcntiomxl. /I” -t Pii. mode rcqoires lagging of tbe other BO, while B’ 
~nodc is self-l.agging. Poor lIDI<+ mode, good K/r separation is required in nromentun1, 
rrgim hr:twm~ 2.5 ml 3.5 GcV, siricc bmching ratio of L3* + D”sf is expected to 
be U&IS of mnguitude large. 111 tlw: silnulation, perfect Ii/r separation is assumed. 

Results arc waIImarized in Table 5. The error of rj3 mensurement depends on values 
of r&, A, and r, where r = IADl/lAol. r is expect.ed to be - Il/.a/V,bI/X - 0.4 for 
II” + D”/Cs, while - 0.1 for U- + P/i- modes because of an extra contribution 
of 11o~~-col~~~s~1~~~~I(Is6ed diagram I:rom tbs numbers in Table 5, the error of 43 is 
r:stirnatcrl md show in Fig. IO for various values of $3, A and I‘. The error of $3 for 
B” is Icss than 25” (for & < 90”), if IA/ is.b t e ween 50” and 150’ and v is larger than 
0.25. That for Of is less than 15” (for any &), if IAl is larger than 50” and P is larger 
tbm 0.1. Combining the LP md 0’ modes, the error of $3 becomes ICSS than 13”. 

lADI lADI 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 9, Triangl? relations for B + D”I\ nncl B - ~7~1; decay modes. 

$0 ‘. 
*,b150. 

40. ‘, 

Fig. 10. (a) Expected error of $3 measurement by B” + PIis ag 8 function of r, 

(b) as a fnnctian of 6 - 8. (c) Expected error of 43 measurement by B* - D”I<* as 
a function of I, (d) as a function of 6 - b. 
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‘l’;thlv 5. S~I~I~IIM~)- 4 siultlli3t,iw ron~ II -a I)“/$’ ~~~1~~ hr d3 ~~~~z~~r~:~~~cols wil,h I. = 
loo~a~~‘. (a) xv ,<Yl 

5. SUMh~lAR\ 

I 
*n asymmel~ric T+C- IJ-l:wl~~ry at *(,IS) I novidcs an ulli<pe opportunity to Imea- 

sure (Cl’ asy~ti~urli-its ill II clrcays ivil,ll many wdundanciw. It will sled light iu ulldcr~ 
standing lbc wigin of (:I’ violation 

Using a “Gold Plated Modr” /V i ,//ti/is + P+P-n+nm. we ciln nwtsure CP 
asynrmehy with a~wvacy d 6ain 24, g O.ORl with 1, = 10”’ car2 (= 100 Jb-‘). ‘l‘l~is 
is mow or Icss”~~~~~a~,t~r~l”. Adcliug othrr drray 11mdw into (cE)/i”, w? may be able 
lo acbi~w 6 sill 2q& - O.O:IS. 

rp2 could be nneasurrd with 6sin’24~ - O.Oi using 13’ + ?r+r- decay as well as p’rr’ 

and .:7? dcc;ty IllOdCS. 

A method to mcxa~rc pl using I&, + D”/i dcay anodes has lbrw proposed This 
will enable us to wrasuw 4J at *(,I.<), witbout using l3’ 13’ mixing. Tbr frrol of $3 
Ior R” is estimatrd to Ire less t,han 25” (for 03 < 90’). if IAl is b~:twrrt~ 50” and 150” 
and r is larger than 0.25. ‘That for Ij’ is estimalcd to Ibc lcs3 than 15’ (for any &), if 
IAl is larger than SO” and r is larger tbnn 0.1. Combining the 0” and nf modes, the 
error or 43 b,!‘““IPS less hi, 13”. 

Besides CP asymmetry meas~~~cn~c~~ts, asymmetric Il~l‘aclory will provide improved 
measurement~s of the length of unitarity triangle, which nrr also i~npnrta~~t roles of 
asymmetric B-Factory. This offers x stringent check of tlw rt,andard modrl aud oppor- 
tunity to explore beyond tbc standard model. 
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